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New technologies in spinal surgery

Human touch underpins surgical safety
Dr Michael Wong
says patients
should rely on
proven
technologies.
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Newest isn’t necessarily best inmany areas
of life, and back surgery is no exception.
People often think that newer technology

automaticallymeans a patientwill have
better outcomes fromback surgery.
But this is far from the truth, saysDr

MichaelWong, neurosurgeon and spinal
expert fromMelbourne’s EPCHealthClinic.
‘‘You need to remember that spinal

implant companies are constantly inventing
new types of implants andnew surgical
techniqueswith the aimof improving their
sales,’’ he says.
‘‘And to complicate things, just because

something is safe, that doesn’tmean it’s the
best available.’’
Although a productmay be certified as

safe by international authorities, its long
termperformancemay not be known for
many years, long after the surgery has been
completed.
So patients should not just seek out novel

technologies, but should rely on proven
technologies – that is, thosewith a long
history of success, DrWong says.
That said, some technological advances

have genuinely improved back surgery, he
says.
One of themost exciting of these is three

dimensional (3D) printed titanium implants.
3Dprinting can reproduce almost exactly

the unique features of the internal section of
a bone. This is particularly important for
crafting the artificial spacers that doctors
insert during spinal fusion surgery to
replace damageddiscs and cushion the
bones.
Themore the spacers can bemade to

mimic the size, shape and internal structure
of your ownbone, the better the boneswill

fuse and the less likely youwill be to suffer
pain in the future.
Another advantage of 3Dprinted titanium

implants is that the surgeon does not have to
take bone fromanother part of the body,
often the hip, to create a copy of the bone
they are replacing.
This saves the patient the additional pain

and risk of the extra operation.
‘‘Butwhen real bone is needed, new

technology allows us to improve the
preparation of bone graftswhenweneed to

use donor ones,’’ DrWong says. ‘‘Higher
quality bone graftsmean less complications
whenwe fuse sections of spinal bone
together to protect the spinal cord or nerves,
and thatmeans less pain.’’
Today, surgeons use spinal navigation and

robotic devices to guide the placement of
spinal screws.
While this has benefits, no amount of

improvement in technology has yet replaced
the skill and dexterity of an experienced
surgeon,DrWong says.

Better results are achieved bymore
accuracy, safety and efficiency in surgeons
themselves. Technology is only an aid.
‘‘Reliance on technologies can lead to

problems if the technology fails and the
surgeon is not experienced enough to
perform the procedure.
‘‘Thiswould be similar to catching an

aeroplanewith a pilotwho relies on an auto-
pilot but can’t fly a planemanuallywhen
things gowrong. Youwouldn’t consider
flyingwith that pilot.’’


